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Technology helps us better meet our learners’ needs

The nation’s largest library of accessible educational materials
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Learning AllyTM, formerly Recording for the Blind & Dyslexic®, is committed to making reading accessible for 
all who learn differently. With expanding technologies like our newly launched App for your favorite Apple® 
devices, and the nation’s largest library of tens of thousands of accessible audio textbooks, we are proud to 
be a Learning Ally for students from kindergarten through post-graduate degree studies.
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New mainstream platforms:

•   Learning Ally Audio Apple® App that plays on iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad
•   WMA for MP3 players and other low-cost solutions
•   Learning Ally ReadHearTM Software by gh for Mac and PC

Millions struggle with learning differences, making everyday school, work and 
learning activities extremely challenging or virtually impossible.

Learning Ally recognizes that one product “does not fit all” and is developing new 
products to meet the needs of our diverse learners, including blind, visually      
impaired, dyslexic, physically disabled and other individuals who learn differently.

•   Tens of thousands of textbook and literature titles
•   K-12 and college-level curricula from key textbook publishers:                                      

•   Extensive collections in Sciences, Mathematics, Language Arts, 
     

A national nonprofit since 1948

     Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Macmillan/McGraw Hill, Pearson  
     Education, Cengage Learning, W.W. Norton, Scholastic

     Social Studies, Foreign Languages, Fiction, Hobbies and   
     Recreation, Test Prep and more



Learn more about individual or school memberships today. 
Visit LearningAlly.org

*Free Learning Ally ReadHear Software by gh for the first 16,000 individual members to sign-up who have not previously received the software. †2003 Primary Research: Johns Hopkins, 2004-05 Case Study: Baltimore City Public Schools ©2011 Learning Ally, Inc. All rights reserved. Learning AllyTM, 
Making reading accessible for allTM, the “Access” icon, Recording for the Blind & Dyslexic®, RFB&D® and all trademarks and service marks are owned by Learning Ally, Inc.   Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.   ReadHearTM is a registered trademark of gh, LLC.
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“I am able to go from just 
listening to comprehending.  
I have seamless access just as 
anyone else would.”    

- Denna Lambert, Member

Contact Us: Custserv@LearningAlly.org | 20 Roszel Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

•   Free* Learning Ally ReadHear Software by gh for Mac or PC for new individuals
•   Low-cost equipment solutions for schools
•   Access to core educational content and required literature titles
•   Audiobooks recorded by human readers describing images, tables and graphs
•   Easy-to-use online catalog
•   Ability to work on assignments independently at home and in the classroom

•   Enhanced navigation from page, chapter or section
•   Listener-adjustable tone and speed controls without distorting voice quality
•   Bookmarking to make it easier to reread a specific section

“My dyslexia doesn’t own me. 
Now I have no worries about 
keeping up in class; I have become 
an independent learner.”  

- Katie Salmon, Member

“I am fortunate to have had 
my disabilities diagnosed and 
been given the tools to prevail 
over them.” 

- Kyle Wittenauer, Member

A national nonprofit since 1948

Learning Ally individual and school membership benefits include:

Easy-to-navigate audiobooks recorded in accessible format provide:

Research† shows significant 
improvements in students 
who use audiobooks. 

Improved reading comprehension: 76%
Increased content acquisition: 38%
Improved reading accuracy: 52%
Increased self-confidence: 61%


